I. Introduction and Main Result
Ten years ago Shigekawa [Sl] proved on an abstract Wiener space an infinite dimensional analog of the de Rham-Hodge-Kodaira theorem. The key point for that is to get an expression of the de Rham-Hodge-Kodaira operator dd*+d*d acting on n-forms in terms of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator expression that we may call Shigekawa identity. This expression in particular supplies spectral gap and de Rham-Hodge-Kodaira decomposition.
Our first aim in the present article was to extend the Shigekawa identity (and then the de Rham-Hodge-Kodaira theorem) to the path group over a compact Lie group.
To reach this end, we use the pull back I* by the Ito map I. It is well known that I realizes a measurable isomorphism between Wiener space and path group now there is something more: having noticed the flatness of , we show that I* indeed supplies a diffeomorphism between the differentiable structures of the exterior algebras A(W) and A(P).
Take the group P of continuous paths over a compact (or compact x Lie group G , endow it with its Wiener measure P (induced by the Brownian motion on G), and consider its Cameron-Martin space H as its universal tangent space; the exterior algebra is then the space of step functions from P into A(H) .
Following [A] , [D] , [S2] [FF3] , in the same vein as in [FF2] . [L] and [LR] 
Viewing H as the universal tangent space of P , we define an affine connection V on H , following [A] , [D] In finite dimensions the pull back of Levi-Civita connection by an isometry classically is still Levi-Civita connection. Lemma 4 in fact shows that we have the same situation in our infinite dimensional setting. The following proposition proves that this invariance property extends to n-forms. by proposition 2 and lemma 2 ; c) IE((d03C9',03C9)) = W(I*d03C9',I*03C9) dp, _ d = d
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